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Introduction

If that’s how you feel then the good news is that you’re not alone. And the even better news
is that the 6 secrets in this report will let you take back control and reduce that feeling of
overwhelm.
 
Since very early this century(!) I must have spoken with, mentored and advised many
hundreds, possibly thousands, of accountants in the UK. Before that I was in
practice myself, having qualified as a chartered accountant in 1982.
 
I’ve learned that everyone is different and it’s fascinating to see the different ways that each
and every accountancy firm is organised. Yes, of course software developments in recent
years have helped some accountants to become better organised and even to have tidier
offices. Beyond this though, every firm develops their own ways of working.
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A key opening question

How often do you take time out to consider how efficient you are? 
 
You’re probably aware that you have some ‘bad’ habits but as long as you manage to get
your work done you’re pretty comfortable with things the way they are.  So you carry on
doing things the way you have always done them.
 
And Yet still you struggle with time pressures. You probably know some of the theory about
time management; such as the fact that you cannot ‘manage time’, you can only manage
yourself. But client work, emails and interruptions stymie even your best efforts – and other
times you know you are simply procrastinating and putting off the stuff you don’t really
want to do.

Two days

This report reveals the 6 big secrets that will enable you to take control of your
time. 
 
Even if you just choose to only adopt one of the solutions I have summarised here you
will see and feel a difference – within two days. I know because every accountant I have
ever worked with on this has told me they have done so. They made one or two simple
changes and now feel that life is easier, less stressed and that they are now more productive
and on top of things. 
 
I have set out each of the 6 time secrets below together with some tips on what you can do
to change things around.
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Applying any 6 of these time secrets could mean the difference between you continuing to
struggle month to month, with not enough to show for all the time and effort you put into
your practice; and enjoying your work and increasing your profits and freeing up
unproductive time.
 
Given the subject matter of this report I am not going to waste your time with any theory or
detailed explanations. Maybe these are topics we can return to if you want to engage
further with me after reading this report.

The simplest change you can make to take back control and to
accomplish more of what you need to get done each day.

If you are going to do just one thing differently as a result of reading this report, make it this
one.
 
I’ve heard it said that this is the best time management tip ever!
 
I know that's rather a grand claim and it's not mine. But having tried various techniques over
the years, I tend to agree that this simple tip works better than anything else. And when I
talk it through with mentoring clients they find it works well too.
 
It's quite simple. 
 
Before leaving your office each evening, make a list of the top 3 things you want to
do the next morning and how long you will allocate to each one. Then, when you start work,
do the first item on your list. When it's complete or you've gone as far as you can, move to
the second item on the list. Check whether anything else is more important than this, if not,
then do it. 
 
When you've completed that second item or taken it as far as you can, move onto the third
item. Again, check whether anything else is more important than this, if not, then do it. 
 
Get all three of those activities done BEFORE you start getting distracted by emails etc.
 
Then, that evening, create a similar list of the top 3 things you must do the following day.
And start on them again the next day. In time you will learn to focus on identifying the right
3 things every evening and then doing them first the next day. You'll be amazed how easy
this can become - in time!
 
One of my mentoring clients agreed to email me through his 3 next day actions every 
 
 

Time secret 1
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Time secret 2

evening. This kept him motivated to follow through, as he knew I would ask if the same
items were on the list each day!
 
 

The problem with task lists, and the two things you can do to avoid
wasting time whenever you check your list.

Time secret one involved creating a task list of just 3 items. I’ll bet you are used to much
longer task lists than that. Perhaps you have migrated to online lists or to a task listing app
on your smartphone? 
 
The problem I have found here is that each of these apps has different strengths and
weaknesses. We all work differently and I have yet to decide which task app I like best. It
also takes time to try them out. Those I have tried all seem ideal for people who are used to
completing a short task list every day. You wouldn’t be reading this report if you could do
that of course!
 
Too much to do
 
A typical task list just seems to get longer and longer. This means we waste time continually
rereading the list as we try to decide what to do next. And we feel bad as this means we’re
continually reminding ourselves of how much is left on the list.
 
Solution one
 
When you add items to a task list you need to prioritse them. For example:
 
 
 
 
 
You should also code them by project, topic or client. 
 
Having prioritised your tasks you then need to be strict in working through them. Limit
yourself to revising the priorities no more than twice a day. 
 
You can also decide how long you can afford or are willing to spend on each of the
key tasks.
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1 = Key (urgent and important)
2 = Important (but not urgent)
3 = Other
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Too many priorities?
 
Some accountants may claim they cannot prioritise their tasks. Everything is urgent. It
doesn’t matter which task gets done first as they all need to be completed asap. That
may the case sometimes – such as when a filing deadline is looming. On those occasions the
related tasks could be aggregated and prioritised in bulk. Then try estimating how long you
will need to get through them all. 
 
On most days though you cannot have too many priorities. By definition. Priorities are those
top few tasks that deserve attention next. If you have too many, you have none. You have
to know your top few priorities at any time. 
 
If you have 2-3 priorities, you will complete 2-3 tasks. This is one of the reasons why the
first time secret in this report is so powerful. 
 
If you have 4 or more priorities you will probably still complete just 2-3 of them. The more
items on your task list, the more time you are likely to spend reviewing the list, jumping from
task to task, and feeling paralysed by indecision.
 
Stop doing that other than when you set your priorities for the next day. Or, if you have to
do, adopt the same approach just before lunch. Don’t review your full list more than once or
twice a day.
 
Solution two
 
I would encourage you to do one other thing to avoid being overwhelmed by your task list.
Create a DD list. DD stands for ‘Don’t Do’. 
 
List all those activities that distract you or that you know you should not be doing today.
Many such items will be neither urgent or important. So ‘Don’t Do’ them!
 
You might even reward yourself if you get through the day in line with your DD list. 
 
Some people have a standing DD list and a supplementary list of other low priority actions,
from their task list, that are not on today’s task list. They may move from the DD list to the
task list on a future date.
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Time secret 3

This is a new facility that will dramatically reduce the number of
interruptions you receive each day, and it will stop clients from taking
control of your time

I have long advocated the idea of booking out time in your diary to do key tasks. And to
respect these bookings in the same way as if they were scheduled meetings with clients.
 
If you do this though I’ll bet you are still more willing to reschedule these blocks of time than
you would be to ask a client to allow you to reschedule a meeting with them. If that happens
to you, you must reschedule the time you have blocked out; you must not simply delete the
booking from your diary. And you must not leave that key task until the absolute deadline.
 
So many of us are naturally inclined to only prioritise meetings with clients. I used to be like
that. In recent years though I have seen the value in booking time with myself to get stuff
done.  
 
So far, so good. But none of this is new. Although it is even easier to reschedule tasks in an
online calendar than it used to be in a paper based  The new facility to which I refer is to
introduce an online meetings booking arrangement. I use Calendly.com and it works a treat
for me. It reminds me a little of my days in practice when I had a secretary who would agree
times for my meetings. Few accountants operate this way any more.
 
When someone wants to arrange a meeting with me I point them at either my general page
on Calendly (calendly.com/bookmarklee) or at a specific option eg:
calendly.com/bookmarklee/phone. I also have links to the latter on my website and
promotional materials.
 
This links to my diary and automatically identifies when I am available for meetings, phone
calls etc. In so doing it doesn’t reveal anything about my unavailable time. So clients are
unaware as to whether I am committed to other client meetings or simply to key tasks, be
they client work or routine activities such as bookkeeping, invoicing, personal development,
replying to emails etc.
 
Of course some clients may still call out of the blue but an online meetings scheduler saves
me time in arranging meetings and reduces the number of occasions when I might be 
 empted to rearrange routine and scheduled planning work. 
 
The app sends both parties an email about the booking and can issue reminders too. I find it
very easy to use.



Alternatives to Calendly.com include: TimeTrade.com and ScheduleOnce.com – there are any
others too. (I have heard good things about each of those I have listed but I have only tried
Calendly myself).
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Time secret 4

The often overlooked and easiest way you can avoid feeling plagued
by emails.

Information overload is more prevalent today than ever before. There isn’t time here to
list all of the email related habits that add to our time pressures. 
 
Before I share the easy way to overcome the feeling of overwhelm let me also offer you a
more challenging solution. That is the idea of emptying your inbox every day. Whilst this
may sound impossible, bear with me. It requires 3 changes of mindset:

Recognise that your inbox is simply an electronic letterbox. It is not your to-do list.
Emails that need action should be filed into one or more action folders.
 

Stop checking your inbox multiple times each day. Indeed you can stop many email
systems from collecting and downloading emails in real time. Better to limit this to
hourly or even just 2 or 3 times a day.
 

Instead of ‘checking’ your emails, ensure you ‘process’ them so they don’t distract you
again later.

1.

2.

3.

And then review and adjust your new systems and processes every few days or weeks until
you’re happy they are working right for you.

The 5 Ds

If you think about it, these are the only 5 things you can choose to do with each email you
receive:

 

Delete it
Do it now - reply, print or file as required   
Delegate it – forward it to someone else to action now or later
Do it (or read it) later – move it to a folder or tag it for actioning later   
Decide – it doesn’t need action now, so file it for reference or future use

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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The first three are simple. If these were all we ever did with emails our inboxes would be
empty. The problem arises because we leave emails in our inbox when we hope or plan to
deal with them, read them or save them for later. This is what contributes to the feeling of
overwhelm.

Reducing the overwhelm

The easiest way I have found to reduce the feeling of overwhelm is to automate the filing of
emails into folders as soon as they arrive – so that they never fill up my inbox. Your
automated spam filter does this to a degree already. 
 
Simply stated I have set up rules that determine which emails can bypass my inbox and go
straight to folders. All email systems contain the facility to make this happen. I then review
the folders just once a day or once a week in some cases.
 
In the first instance you might simply decide to send certain emails to one or other of the
following folders:

Read later
Social stuff
Confirmations  
Finance    
Miscellaneous

I would suggest that you stick to big folders rather than waste time creating and then filing
emails in loads of sub-folders. It’s easier and faster to get something into the right big folder
than it is to pick and choose from a long list of sub-folders. (Just as it’s easier to hit a big
target than to know which of various small targets you should aim at when playing a sport).
 
You could start doing all this right now by simply moving everything currently in your inbox
into a new folder called ‘1 - Old inbox’.  The 1 prefix means it will listed at the top of your
folders immediately below your new (empty) inbox.

Time secret 5

Change your mind-set and stop playing the victim

Claiming to have “too much to do” and “not enough time” portrays you as an out of control
victim.
 
Every time you repeat those or similar phrases, you are letting yourself off the hook for 
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managing yourself. You are blaming circumstances beyond your control and subscribing to
victimhood. Of course there is too much to do! Of course there is not enough time! Get used
to it!

As long as you believe you can, or need, to finish everything yourself, you will be frustrated
and ineffective. And as long as you remain in denial, the longer you will avoid making the
tough decisions about your top priorities.

This simple report sets out six secrets to taking back control of your time and reducing that
feeling of overwhelm and helplessness. It’s up to you whether you do this. If you believe you
can, then take some first steps and you will be back in control. It’s a great feeling.

If you recognise that by letting yourself off the hook, you have been holding yourself back,
you can decide to take action now. 

Here are some of the other limiting beliefs some of us have related to time management and
my advice for how to overcome them:

Clients require instant advice [No they don’t. You need to have the confidence to tell
them when this isn’t possible – or necessary]

It’s too big a job [So break it down into manageable tasks and focus on the first one,
rather than the whole task initially]

I can’t ask my staff to do any more [Maybe you need more or better staff?]

I can’t afford help [Do you know how little it can cost? Especially compared to the
stress that comes from constantly having too much to do?]

I don’t know where to find the help I need [So ask! This is a topic that regularly
comes up at meetings of The Inner Circle]

Clients will leave if I don’t reply straight away [This only tends to happen if you fail to
manage their expectations]

I must do it myself [Or you could follow the advice in time secret 6 below]
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Time secret 6

The action I am encouraging you to take here is one that I too put off when I first started
working by myself in 2006. And I always reference this delay as one of the biggest mistakes
I made.

As I know many accountants are equally reluctant to take this action let me first summarise
the only six things you can do when you have too much to do.

This is the most important action you could take but which you keep
putting off as the time isn’t right. If you keep waiting you’ll continue to
waste time and effort. The time will never seem right.

Accomplish more – This option is simply wishful thinking unless you actually find a
new, faster method that makes a measurable difference. You won’t save significant
time just trying to be faster and more disciplined. But you will get more done if you
follow the first 5 of the time secrets in this report.

Postpone them – Some things can wait. Put them off and schedule them for a later
date so they don’t stare at you on your daily task list.

Cut corners – This is dangerous and could lead to professional negligence claims if
things go wrong. Equally we sometimes put too much time and effort into tasks that
we find easy or enjoy doing. Cutting corners may be fine in such situations where
there is no real downside. 

Ignore them – Some tasks that get onto our lists just don’t need to be done. They are
there more due to habit, for the sake of consistency or due to poorly planned
processes.

Delegate or outsource – Too many accountants are doing tasks that someone else
could be doing.  You just need to decide who should be doing this stuff and delegate or
outsource to them. You don’t need to recruit anyone onto your payroll until and unless
you feel that this is the right solution for you.

Neglect to choose one of the above – This is probably the biggest reason why so
many accountants feel under so much time pressure. When you take this action by
default (ie: you fail to take action) you also end up abandoning some tasks you really
want to pursue, you continually postpone other tasks and you cut corners but not by a

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

conscious choice. This all adds to your stress and to the time pressures you hate. 
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If you are truly fed up of all the time pressures you can choose to take action. Simply wishing 
things were different will not work. What are you going to do that will make a big difference?
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Get help

The most important action I have yet to address in this report is the idea of you getting
help and some support. 

That help might be someone to whom you can delegate or outsource stuff that you don’t
need to do yourself or that you don’t have time to do yourself.

This was the point I made at the end of the previous section. You think you need to do
certain tasks yourself, but, often this isn’t true. You’re short of time because you are doing
stuff you could delegate partly, substantially or entirely to someone else. 

Stop making excuses. You don’t need to look for the perfect person or a full time employee.
You don’t need to budget to pay thousands of pounds. Or even hundreds.

Admin

Some of the things you could delegate can be done quickly and cheaply by independent
contractors who promote their services on sites like fiverr.com upwork.com or on
peopleperhour.com

These are all resources for ad-hoc admin, website, design and other support services that
don’t require anyone to come to your office.

Secretarial

More substantive support can be sourced by engaging one or more ad-hoc virtual PA,
secretarial and phone answering services.

Client work

Beyond all this you could outsource basic client compliance services such as bookkeeping,
accounts prep and tax return completion work.   

You can outsource to someone local or to a reputable outsourcing company, such as 
Global Infosys who have commissioned this report.

Conclusion
This report addresses just 6 secrets to taking control of your time.

Obviously there are other aspects to your daily life that you could change to reduce the time



pressures you encounter while running your practice.  And you may want to learn more
details around any or all of the 6 secrets in this report.

You can keep trying new things and reinventing the wheel or you can save time and effort
by learning what works and what doesn’t work for other accountants. You can still choose
what YOU will do, but it’s best to do this only after learning how to avoid mistakes and the
impact of unintended consequences.

For all of these reasons, effective time management is a recurring theme in my blog posts
and advice for accountants. You can read these here: www.bookmarklee.co.uk/blog and
register for my weekly ‘magic of success’ update for accountants here:
www.bookmarklee.co.uk/mos
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